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Abstract 
Cohn, J.H.E., A D-optimal design of order 102, Discrete Mathematics 102 (1992) 61-65. 
The construction of a D-optimal design of order 102 by computer search is described. 
It was shown by Ehlich [4] that for n = 2 (mod 4) the greatest value taken by 
the determinants of n X n matrices with elements fl satisfies g(n) G (2n - 2)(n - 
2)1+l and that equality is possible only if 2n - 2 = x2 + y2, where x >y 3 0 are 
integers. Let m = an. For equality to hold we have shown in [3] that it is 
necessary and sufficient that four m x m matrices X, Y, 2 and W with elements 
fl exist, such that each of X and W has the sum of any row and of any column 
equal to x, Y has the sum of any row or any column equal to y and 2 has the sum 
of any row or column equal to -y and in addition that X2’ + YW’ = X’Y + 
Z’W = 0, and that XX’ + YY’, 22 + WV’, X’X + Z’Z, Y’Y + W’W are all 
equal to a matrix with all the diagonal elements n of course, and all the off 
diagonal elements equal to 2. For all but small n this problem is clearly not 
amenable to a complete search on even the largest computer, and over twenty 
years ago Ehlich suggested the simplification of restricting X and Y to circulants 
and then choosing Z = -Y’ and W = X’. Since any two circulants commute this 
reduces the original problem of selecting n2 elements each fl subject to 
complicated rules, to one of selecting the n elements constituting the first row of 
X and Y, subject to:- 
C x(i) =x, (1) 
Z Y(i) =Y, 
C{x(i)x(i +j) + y(i)y(i +j)} = 2 1 <j < m - 1. (3) 
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Here and elsewhere it is assumed that x(i) etc., having been defined for the range 
from 1 to m is continued periodically with period m, and that all i-summations 
are taken over a complete period. Using these ideas Ehlich himself found 
matrices yielding equality for the cases with n < 38 for which 2n - 2 has the 
required representation as the sum of squares. In a series of papers Yang [6-91 
used the same method for n = 42, 46, 54 and 62 and a different method for 
n = 50. In [3], we were able to dispose of the six other cases with n < 100. I am 
extremely grateful to Dr. C. Koukouvinos and to Professor J. Seberry, each of 
whom has recently written to me to correct my impression that all of those results 
were new; in fact an example for n = 66 is given in [lo], one for n = 82 follows 
from [l] or [5], although the result is not of the Ehlich type, and for it = 86 in [2]. 
Nevertheless, the results for IZ = 74, 90 and 98 do appear to be new. 
No details of the computational methods employed were given. The present 
paper deals with these and particularly for the case n = 102 for which it is now 
shown that the upper bound is also attained. 
There are three obvious symmetries available for exploitation viz.: 
(a) cyclic or skew-cyclic permutations of the x(i); 
(b) cyclic or skew-cyclic permutations of the y(i); 
(c) replacing x(i) by x(cp(i)) and y(i) by y(q(i)) simultaneously for any 
function v which maps the set of integers 1 to m onto itself in such a way that the 
residue of { q(i + j) - q(i)) modulo m depends only upon j, and vanishes modulo 
m only when j does. 
These can be used independently; the last allows q(i) ‘pi + q (mod m) for any 
integer p with (p, m) = 1. What we did was to use (c) to obtain as simple a 
canoncial form for X as possible, irrespective of what this did to Y, and then to 
use (b) to simplify Y as much as may still be possible. 
For n = 102 we obtain m = 51, x = 11, y = 9. It is rather simpler to deal with 0 
and 1 than fl, and so we make the substitution u(i) = i(l -x(i)) and similarly 
for b(i), obtaining 
C a(i) = 20, 
2 b(i) = 21, 
c {a(i)a(i + j) + b(i)b(i + j)} = 16 1 <j G 50. (6) 
It is clearly not feasible to attempt a complete search, i.e. of selecting 20 out of 
the 51 u(i) to be 1 and the rest 0, and similarly for b(i), even using the 
symmetries we mentioned. One obvious method might be to select the i using a 
random function, and whereas this did provide a solution when n = 74, it 
transpired that this ‘needle in the haystack approach’ did not work satisfactorily 
for n = 66 or at all for 12 = 90. 
Since 3 ) 51, we proceeded as follows. Let A(i) = u(i) + u(i + 17) + u(i + 34) 
and similarly for B. Then each A and B lies in the range 0 to 3, and with all 
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Z-summations running over the range 1 to 17, we find that 
c A(Z)= 20, 
2 B(Z) = 21, 
(7) 
(8) 
c {A(Z)A(Z+J)+B(Z)B(Z+J)} =48 l~J~l6, (9) 
c {A(Z)2+ B(Z)2} =73. (10) 
A little manipulation shows that not every set of A's satisfying (7) can also satisfy 
(8) and (10); thus for example using the well-known root mean square inequality 
for B gives C B(Z)2 3 441/17 whence in fact C B(Z)2 5 27 since C B(Z)2 is clearly 
an odd integer. Thus C A(Z)2 s 46 and so for example it is not possible for more 
than four of the A's to equal 3. Various results along these lines hold. The 
symmetries mentioned above translate naturally into corresponding ones for the 
capital letters, and in this way we were able to restrict our attention to consider 
only those sets of A's for which A(1) was the largest, A(2) the second largest and 
no cyclic or skew-cyclic permutation yielded a ‘larger’ set in the obvious sense. A 
list of all these sets of A's was now calculated, and contained many tens of 
thousands of combinations. 
For any complex 17th root of unity S2 other than 1, let LY = C A(Z)&, and 
similarly for /3. Then use of (9) and (10) yields 1~~1~ + I/31” = 25, from which it 
follows that any possible set of A's yields a corresponding LY having modulus less 
than 5 for every such 17th root of unity. This enables the list to be considerably 
reduced, although it remains huge. 
The next step is to attempt to find corresponding B's, and subject only to the 
symmetries implied by (b), a complete search was undertaken for several of the 
sets of A's which had survived the previous reduction. As might perhaps be 
expected, not all the surviving A's produced corresponding B's, but some of them 
produced several non-isomorphic ones. A complete search for any given set of 
A's used about one hour of VAX-time, so the reader will not be surprised to 
learn that this was not undertaken so very often. From the very limited sampling 
that was possible, it seems that about one third of the possible sets of A's did in 
fact have corresponding B's. We then arrive at the stage where we have found 
sets of A's and B's which satisfy (7)-(lo), one such being: 
22211220211101011 
32100312211201110. 
The question now is to determine whether or not there are corresponding a’s and 
b’s, which will satisfy (4)-(6). We see here that B(1) = 3, and so we immediately 
know that b(1) = b(18) = b(35) = 1, and similar considerations apply to B(4), 
B(5), B(6), B(13) and B(17); a cyclic permutation will ensure that B(2) = 2 can 
be translated into b(2) = 0, b(19) = b(36) = 1. However this still leaves ten other 
values of Z for which B(Z) = 1 or 2, and so there are essentially 31° = 59,049 
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different sets of b’s which arise from this single set of B’s. For the a’s, matters are 
worse still; there are essentially 2 x 3r2 = 1, 062,882 different cases. Then (4) and 
(5) follow automatically, but it appears at first sight that each combination must 
be tried independently to verify (6) for each of the 50 values of j! 
The first, comparatively minor, saving arises from observing that we need only 
verify (6) for the values of j given by 1 s j S 16. For (6) will hold automatically for 
j = 17 and j = 34 in view of (7), (8) and (10). If it holds for any one j in the range 
1 ~j G 16, then it will hold also for 51- j in view of the periodicity; then if it 
holds for all j in the range 1 <j s 16, it will hold also in the range 35 ~j G 50, and 
a little manipulation and use of (9) show that it also holds for 18 =~j < 33. The 
more spectacular saving arises from the fact that (6) is ‘separable’ in that it can be 
written in the form 
c a(i)a(i +j) = 16 - c b(i)b(i +j) (6’) 
the beauty of which lies in the fact that the left-hand side depends only upon the 
a’s and the right only upon the b’s. The consequence of all this is that we can 
calculate the 16 x 59,049 required values for the right hand side once and once 
only. This can be effected quite speedily, and although there was enough memory 
available to store the results, they were actually written to disk for a reason which 
will become clear presently. The next stage would be to go through the same 
process with the a’s and to compare the results. The trouble with this is that for 
each one of the many sets of a’s the 16 results would have to be compared with 
those for each single one of the 59,049 permitted sets of b’s. This is clearly very 
wasteful, and the procedure actually adopted was to work through the various b’s 
via nested loops and to write to disk 17 integers for each permitted combination, 
viz., the 16 values, c(j), corresponding to the values of the right-hand side of 
(6’), followed by a counter which indicated which combination had led to that set 
of values. This process took under 9 minutes of CPU for each such set of B’s. The 
resulting file was then sorted, using ascending c( 1) followed by ascending c(2) etc., 
which process took about 2 minutes. The sorted file was then read in, taking a 
further 44 minutes. The advantage of this is that when comparing the c(j) with 
the corresponding values obtained from each one of the a’s, we were able to use 
the ‘binary-chop’ method, reducing the number of comparisons needed from 
59,049 to 17. Theoretically a similar technique might have been available with the 
a’s to improve the efficiency still further, but constraints of memory prevented 
this. In any case, each such set of values of the A’s and B’s could be dealt with in 
about 12 hours of CPU on the VAX, and not very many such sets were needed 
before an example was found, which actually comes from the set of A’s and B’s 
mentioned above. If it is of interest, the final matrix has for the first row of X 
+-+-++-+++--+++-+-+-+---+- 
-++++++----++-++-++++-+++ 
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and for the first row of Y 
-++++-++++--+-+-+---++-+-- 
++-++-++--+++-----+++++++ 
where as may be imagined + and - stand for 1 and -1 respectively. 
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